
Historical Perspectives
John von Neumann (1903-1957)
• Contributed to set theory, functional analysis, 
quantum mechanics, ergodic theory, economics, 
geometry, hydrodynamics, statistics, analysis,
measure theory, ballistics, meteorology, …

• Invented game theory (used in Cold War)
• Re-axiomatized set theory
• Principal member of Manhattan Project
• Helped design the hydrogen / fusion bomb
• Pioneered modern computer science
• Originated the “stored program”
• “von Neumann architecture” and “bottleneck”
• Helped design & build the EDVAC computer
• Created the field of cellular automata
• Investigated self-replication
• Invented merge sort



Ulam   Feynman

"Most mathematicians 

prove what they can; 

von Neumann proves 

what he wants."





von Neumann‟s Legacy
• Re-axiomatized set theory to address Russell‟s paradox

• Independently proved Godel‟s second incompleteness theorem:

aximomatic systems are unable to prove their own consistency.

• Addressed Hilbert‟s 6th problem: axiomatized quantum mechanics

using Hilbert spaces.

• Developed the game-theory based Mutually-Assured Destruction

(MAD) strategic equilibrium policy – still in effect today!

• von Neumann regular rings, von Neumann bicommutant theorem,   

von Neumann entropy, von Neumann programming languages
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“Surely there must be a less primitive way of making big 

changes in the store than by pushing vast numbers of words 

back and forth through the von Neumann bottleneck. Not 

only is this tube a literal bottleneck for the data traffic of a 

problem, but, more importantly, it is an intellectual bottleneck

that has kept us tied to word-at-a-time thinking instead of 

encouraging us to think in terms of the larger conceptual units 

of the task at hand. Thus programming is basically planning 

and detailing the enormous traffic of words through the Von 

Neumann bottleneck, and much of that traffic concerns not 

significant data itself, but where to find it.”

- John Backus, 1977 ACM Turing Award lecture 
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EDVAC (1945):
• 1024 words (44-bits) – 5.5KB
• 864 microsec / add (1157 / sec)
• 2900 microsec / multiply (345/sec)
• Magnetic tape (no disk), oscilloscope
• 6,000 vacuum tubes
• 56,000 Watts of power
• 17,300 lbs (7.9 tons), 490 sqft
• 30 people to operate
• Cost: $500,000



Self-Replication
• Biology / DNA

• Nanotechnology

• Computer viruses

• Space exploration

• Memetics / memes

• “Gray goo”

Problem (extra credit): write a program that
prints out its own source code (no inputs of 
any kind are allowed).

Self-replicating 
cellular automata 
designed by von Neumann



“In mathematics you don't

understand things. You

just get used to them.” 

– John von Neumann























Historical Perspectives
Claude Shannon (1916-2001)
• Invented electrical digital circuits (1937)
• Founded information theory (1948)
• Introduced sampling theory, coined term “bit”
• Contributed to genetics, cryptography
• Joined Institute for Advanced Study (1940)

Influenced by Turing, von Neumann, Einstein
• Originated information entropy, Nyquist–Shannon, 

sampling theorem, Shannon-Hartley theorem, 
Shannon switching game, Shannon-Fano coding,
Shannon‟s source coding theorem, Shannon limit,
Shannon decomposition / expansion, Shannon #

• Other hobbies & inventions: juggling, unicycling, 
computer chess, rockets, motorized pogo stick, 
flame-throwers, Rubik's cube solver, wearable 
computer, mathematical gambling, stock markets

• “AT&T Shannon Labs”









Theseus: Shannon‟s electro-mechanical 

mouse (1950): first “learning machine” 

and AI experiment

Chess champion Ed Lasker 

looking at Shannon‟s

chess-playing machine



Shannon‟s home 

study room

Shannon‟s On/Off machine















Entropy and Randomness
• Entropy measures the expected “uncertainly” (or “surprise”)

associated with a random variable.

• Entropy quantifies the “information content” and represents 

a lower bound on the best possible lossless compression.

• Ex: a random fair coin has entropy of 1 bit.

A biased coin has lower entropy than fair coin.

A two-headed coin has zero entropy.

• The string 00000000000000… has zero entropy.

• English text has entropy rate of 0.6 to 1.5 bits per letter.

Q: How do you simulate a fair coin with a

biased coin of unknown but fixed bias?

A [von Neumann]: Look at pairs of flips.  HT and TH both occur 

with equal probability of p(1-p), and ignore HH and TT pairs.



Entropy and Randomness
• Information entropy is an analogue of thermodynamic 

entropy in physics / statistical mechanics, and 

von Neumann entropy in quantum mechanics. 

• Second law of thermodynamics: entropy of an 

isolated system can not decrease over time.

• Entropy as “disorder” or “chaos”.

• Entropy as the “arrow of time”.

• “Heat death of the universe” / black holes

• Quantum computing uses a quantum information 

theory to generalize classical information theory.

Theorem: String compressibility decreases as entropy increases.

Theorem: Most strings are not (losslessly) compressible.

Corollary: Most strings are random!



“My greatest concern was what to call it. I thought of calling it „information‟, but the word 

was overly used, so I decided to call it „uncertainty‟. When I discussed it with John von 

Neumann, he had a better idea. Von Neumann told me, „You should call it entropy, for two 

reasons. In the first place your uncertainty function has been used in statistical mechanics

under that name, so it already has a name. In the second place, and more important, nobody 

knows what entropy really is, so in a debate you will always have the advantage.‟ ”

- Claude Shannon on his conversation with John von Neumann 
regarding what name to give to the “measure of uncertainty” 

or attenuation in phone-line signals (1949) ”







Historical Perspectives

Stephen Kleene (1909-1994)
• Founded recursive function theory

• Pioneered theoretical computer science

• Student of Alonzo Church; was at the 

Institute for Advanced Study (1940)

• Invented regular expressions

• Kleene star / closure, Kleene algebra, 

Kleene recursion theorem, Kleene fixed 

point theorem, Kleene-Rosser paradox

“Kleeneliness is 

next to Gödeliness”





Historical Perspectives

Noam Chomsky (1928-)
• Linguist, philosopher, cognitive scientist,    

political activist, dissident, author

• Father of modern linguistics

• Pioneered formal languages

• Developed generative grammars

Invented context-free grammars

• Defined the Chomsky hierarchy

• Influenced cognitive psychology, 

philosophy of language and mind

• Chomskyan linguistics, Chomskyan 

syntax, Chomskyan models 

• Critic of U.S. foreign policy

• Most widely cited living scholar

Eighth most-cited source overall!







“…I must admit to taking a copy of 

Noam Chomsky's „Syntactic Structures‟ 

along with me on my honeymoon in 

1961 … Here was a marvelous thing: a 

mathematical theory of language in 

which I could use as a computer 

programmer's intuition!”

- Don Knuth on Chomsky‟s influence












